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Defendant.
Plaintiffs’ Petition for a Writ of Mandamus should be granted because Plaintiffs have
clearly established that (1) Governor Walker has a positive and plain duty to call special
elections “as promptly as possible” for the vacated legislative seats; (2) Plaintiffs—all eligible
voters currently without representation as a result of the Governor’s failure to carry out that
duty—have a clear legal right to relief; (3) Plaintiffs are substantially damaged by the
Governor’s nonperformance of that duty; and (4) there is no other adequate remedy at law.
In response, the Governor concedes that Wis. Stat. § 8.50(4)(d) imposes upon him a
positive and plain, nondiscretionary duty to promptly call special elections for legislative
vacancies; his only argument concerns the time period in which that duty arises. He concedes
that, where a vacancy occurs during that time period, voters in affected districts have a clear
legal right to the relief sought. He does not dispute that Plaintiffs lack any other adequate remedy
at law. And, while he disputes that Plaintiffs are substantially damaged by his nonperformance,
his argument is irreconcilable with the plain text of the statute itself.
The Governor’s statutory interpretation argument is only sustainable if the Court rewrites the statute. He argues that, instead of requiring him to promptly issue a writ of election for
a legislative vacancy that occurs “before the 2nd Tuesday in May in the year in which a regular
election is held,” Wis. Stat. § 8.50(4)(d), the Court should ignore the words “before the 2nd
Tuesday in May” and replace it with between January 1 and the 2nd Tuesday in May.” But that
construction defies the plain language of the statute and leads to absurd results.

Governor Walker’s additional arguments are equally meritless. He leans heavily on a
series of policy arguments inconsistent with the statute’s plain language. Then he announces that,
even if the Court were to order him to call elections “as promptly as possible,” he would interpret
“as promptly as possible” to mean November—almost a year after the vacancies occurred—
contradicting his own statements earlier in the brief that the elections could be called as early as
June. And the Governor’s assertion that Plaintiffs are not substantially damaged by the prolonged
deprivation of their fundamental right to vote and to representation ignores the political and
practical realities of the legislative calendar and the nature of representation.
Ultimately, this case distills down to a single question: did December 29, 2017—the date
on which the seats for Assembly District 42 and Senate District 1 became vacant—occur “before
the second Tuesday in May in the year in which a regular election is held?” Because the answer
is yes, Plaintiffs are entitled to a writ of mandamus requiring the Governor to comply with Wis.
Stat. § 8.50(4)(d) and immediately call special elections to fill the vacancies as promptly as
possible.
ARGUMENT
A.

Governor Walker has a plain, non-discretionary duty to issue writs of election “as
promptly as possible.”
Governor Walker does not dispute that Wis. Stat. § 8.50(4)(d) requires him to promptly

issue writs of election if a legislative vacancy occurs “before the 2nd Tuesday in May in the year
in which a regular election is held to fill that seat.” See Def.’s Resp. in Opp’n to Pls.’ Pet. for
Writ of Mandamus (“Resp.”) at 9 (admitting Governor “has a positive and plain duty to call a
special election” during the time frame set forth by the statute). Governor Walker insists,
however, that his duty is not triggered here because—although the vacancies occurred before the
second Tuesday in May of an election year—they did not occur in an election year. Under his
theory, the statute only requires special elections if (1) a vacancy occurs in an even-numbered
election year, and (2) on a date between January 1 and the second Tuesday in May. Resp. at 9.
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The Governor’s interpretation is not sustainable as a matter of law. Wis. Stat. § 8.50(4)(d)
unambiguously sets a cut-off date prior to which the plain duty to call a special election clearly
applies. The Governor’s insistence that it only applies during a short, five-month window in
even-numbered years is contrary to the plain language of the statute and would lead to absurd
results. Under well-established rules of statutory interpretation, the Governor’s argument fails.
See State v. Delaney, 2003 WI 9, ¶ 14, 259 Wis. 2d 77, 85, 658 N.W.2d 416, 419–20 (2003)
(explaining courts “first look to the language of the statute” and “interpret it based on the plain
meaning of its terms”); see also id. at ¶ 15, 259 Wis.2d 77, 658 N.W.2d 416 (statutes should be
interpreted to avoid “absurd or unreasonable results”) (internal citations omitted).
1.

The statute’s plain text requires that the Governor issue writs because the
vacancies occurred “before” May 8, 2018

Under a plain reading of the statute, giving the language its ordinary and common
meaning, “before” means “prior to.” Thus, if a vacancy occurs prior to the cutoff date, a special
election must be held. The phrase “in the year in which a regular election is held” means evennumbered years, because that is when regular general elections are held. Wis. Stat. § 5.02(5);
Resp. at 10. And that phrase modifies “the second Tuesday in May.” It is sensible for the statute
to specify which second Tuesday in May it refers to; obviously each year has a second Tuesday
in May. Nor is the date arbitrary: the second Tuesday in May in an even-numbered year occurs
approximately six months before the date of the general election. Wis. Stat. § 5.02(5). Thus, by
requiring that special elections be held when a vacancy occurs prior to “the second Tuesday in
May in a year in which a regular election is held,” the Legislature created a brief, six-month
period during which a vacancy will not trigger a special election, because the next general
election is quickly approaching. 1 Read in context, this interpretation is reasonable and creates a
1

The statute provides an exception to the general rule, not applicable here, that “any vacancy in
the office of state senator or representative to the assembly occurring after the close of the last
regular floorperiod of the legislature held during his or her term shall be filled only if a special
session or extraordinary floorperiod of the legislature is called or a veto review period is
scheduled during the remainder of the term. The special election to fill the vacancy shall be
ordered, if possible, so the new member may participate in the special session or floorperiod.”
Wis. Stat. § 8.50(4)(d). Here, the vacancies occurred long before the close of the last regular
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simple and straightforward system for replacing vacant legislative seats: any vacancy that occurs
before the cutoff—here, May 8, 2018—should be filled by special election “as promptly as
possible.” Wis. Stat. § 8.50(4)(d). This assures that voters quickly regain representation if a seat
becomes vacant during the term. After the cutoff, with a general election imminent, seats may be
left vacant until the next general election unless “a special session or extraordinary floorperiod of
the legislature is called or a veto review period is scheduled during the remainder of the term.”
Wis. Stat. § 8.50(4)(d). In other words, the statute favors representation wherever possible.
Governor Walker contorts the statutory language beyond recognition. He argues, without
citation, that “in the year in which a regular election is held to fill that seat” should be read to
modify not just “the second Tuesday in May” as ordinary rules of grammar (and common sense)
dictate, but also “vacancy…occurring.” Resp. at 10. Under his strained reading, the statute is
effective for only a five-month window in even-numbered years. Resp. at 11. He then neatly
concludes he has unbridled discretion to fill vacancies occurring any other time. 2 Resp. at 14.
Governor Walker’s interpretation fails as a matter of law. It simply cannot be reconciled
with the statute’s plain text. He does not explain why the Legislature wrote “before the second
Tuesday in May” if it really meant “between January 1 and the second Tuesday in May.” He also
presumes the Legislature used incorrect grammar: if it intended “the year in which a regular
election is held” to modify “vacancies…occurring,” it should have directly followed that phrase
to read vacancies occurring in the year in which an election is held. The statute is unambiguous,
comprehensive, and consistent. It plainly creates a cut-off date—here, May 8, 2018—before
which the Governor has a plain and positive duty to call a special election to fill vacancies. Thus,
floorperiod. And in 2018, there is a veto review period scheduled for May 9, 2018. Thus, the
cutoff date in this instance is substantially the same regardless of the end of the last regular
floorperiod.
2
Governor Walker cites to Doberstein v. Dahl to argue that administrative officers have “the
onus of determining whether a particular situation is within the call of the statute.” 181 Wis. 491,
195 N.W. 416, 418 (1923). The Governor omits that in Doberstein, the governing statute
explicitly gave the election officials discretion by providing that a special election “may be held”
if officials determined that certain circumstances were present. Id. (emphasis added). Here, Wis.
Stat. § 8.50(4)(d) does not grant discretion; it imposes a plain and positive legal duty (“shall be
filled as promptly as possible”).
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“judicial inquiry is complete.” Connecticut Nat. Bank v. Germain, 503 U.S. 249, 254 (1992)
(citation omitted); “this court’s duty is to apply that intent to the facts presented.” In Interest of
Jamie L., 172 Wis. 2d 218, 225, 493 N.W.2d 56, 59 (1992).
2.

Governor Walker’s interpretation leads to absurd and unreasonable results.

Because the statute is plain and unambiguous, there is no basis to examine legislative
intent. But, in any event, Governor Walker’s legislative intent arguments are rife with internal
contradictions and irreconcilable with the plain text. Perhaps anticipating the obvious question of
why the Legislature would have fixated only on vacancies occurring in a five-month period out
of a 24-month legislative term, the Governor insists that the brief window of effectiveness
“makes sense” because the Legislature wished to ensure that the new member could “be seated
in time to vote on legislation” at the last regular floorperiod for even-year sessions. Resp. at 11.
But if that was the Legislature’s intent (and the Governor cites nothing indicating that it was), it
missed the mark widely in drafting Wis. Stat. § 8.50(4)(d).
If a vacancy should only be filled where a legislator could vote during the regular session,
it was a peculiar choice to wait until January 1 to “trigger” the special election provision,
especially because—as the Governor himself argues—it takes a minimum of ten weeks to
arrange and hold the election. Resp. at 14. Even where a vacancy occurred on January 1, the new
member would not be able to participate in the session until at least mid-March. Under his
strained interpretation, the Governor also cannot explain why the Legislature—if it was
principally concerned with maximizing participation in regular sessions—provided for a special
election to fill a vacancy occurring during and after the regular session but not before, nor why it
fixated on even years and not odd (despite the fact that legislative sessions span both).
Courts should reject statutory interpretations that lead to “absurd or unreasonable
results,” Delaney, 2003 WI 9, ¶ 15, 259 Wis. 2d 77, 85, 658 N.W.2d 416, 419-20. Governor
Walker’s interpretation of Wis. Stat. § 8.50(4)(d) would lead to both. Under his reading, a
legislator could have died within hours of taking the oath of office in January 2017 and the
governor would have had no obligation to call a special election to elect a replacement for the
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entire remainder of the term, leaving constituents without representation for two full years. But
even Governor Walker concedes if that same legislator were to die on the second Monday in
May in 2018—a year and a half later, after the close of regular session, and with only six months
until the next general election—the Governor would be obliged to call a special election “as
promptly as possible.” Resp. at 11. The Court can and should easily reject this absurd
interpretation.
3.

The Governor’s policy arguments exceed his discretionary authority and
cannot be reconciled with the statute’s plain language.

Governor Walker also makes a series of policy arguments in favor of his proposed
reading. He cites a litany of concerns: costs, the short time left in the legislative calendar, and the
inconvenience of candidates running in multiple elections within a short period. Resp. at 20.
None justify denying the Petition.
As a threshold matter, these arguments are more appropriately addressed to the
Legislature. State v. Marshland Acres, Inc., 2013 WI App 72, ¶ 20, 348 Wis. 2d 29, 42, 832
N.W.2d 157, 163 (2013). Indeed, other courts have firmly rejected nearly identical policy
arguments made by governors who wished to avoid calling special elections. ACLU of Ohio, Inc.
v. Taft, 385 F.3d 641, 650 (6th Cir. 2004) (rejecting nearly identical arguments made by
Governor of Ohio); Trinsey v. Com. of Pa., 941 F.2d 224, 235 (3d Cir. 1991) (Pennsylvania);
State ex rel. Kusler v. Sinner, 491 N.W.2d 382, 388 (N.D. 1992) (North Dakota).
Even assuming policy arguments could overrule the statute’s plain text (and they cannot),
the Governor misses the mark. It is apparent on the face of the statute that the Legislature did a
cost-benefit analysis itself and baked the results directly into its text; instead of providing that
any vacancy, regardless of date, should be filled via special election, it set a cutoff date after
which a new member could be elected more efficiently in the imminent general election. The
Legislature could have granted the governor discretion to perform a case-by-case cost-benefit
analysis in determining whether to call a special election in a specific instance. It did not.
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Governor Walker’s argument that it is too late to call for special elections is also
irreconcilable with the undisputed fact that he has a plain legal duty to call a special election “as
promptly as possible” if a vacancy were to occur today, or anytime between now and May 8,
2018—a date over eight weeks away. Resp. at 10. He may personally believe elections should
not be called. But the Legislature has spoken, and it does not agree. Wis. Stat. § 8.50(4)(d).
B.

Governor Walker’s plain legal duty to act “as promptly as possible” is not satisfied
if he delays the special elections until November.
The Governor concedes that the Court “can order [him] to call special elections ‘as

promptly as possible,’” Resp. at 21, but announces that, if it does, he will interpret “as promptly
as possible” to permit him to schedule the special election in November. Id. He argues that
ordering elections to be held sooner would “attack” his “exercise of discretion.” Id.
Accepting this argument would render the words “as promptly as possible” meaningless.
See State v. Martin, 162 Wis. 2d 883, 894, 470 N.W.2d 900, 904 (1991) (“A statute should be
construed so that …every word if possible should be given effect”). The statute’s plain language
does not grant the Governor unfettered discretion, it sets out an objective standard. As Governor
Walker himself acknowledges, a special election can be held in as little as “approximately ten
weeks.” Resp. at 14. He admits that, “if … the Court were to order [him] to call special elections
immediately, the earliest special election primaries could take place would be Tuesday, May 8,
with the special elections on Tuesday, June 5.” Resp. at 7. By definition, then, elections
conducted in November would not be ones held “as promptly as possible.” And recent history
confirms that there can be no serious argument that the Governor cannot act before November to
promptly order special elections if the Court so orders in this case. 3
Governor Walker cannot represent to the same Court—in the same brief, no less—that he
needs ten weeks to hold an election, and yet argue that he can satisfy his duty to act “as promptly
3

The Court can take judicial notice that Governor Walker typically issues writs of election
quickly upon a vacancy. See Resp. Attachment 3 (writ of election dated same day as
resignation); Attachment 4 (writ of election dated same day as resignation). And the governor is
required to schedule the special election “not less than 62 nor more than 77 days” from the date
he issues the writ of election. Wis. Stat. § 8.50(2)(a).
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as possible” if he delays holding elections for eight more months. The Governor’s argument that
he may delay compliance with the statute should be rejected. Martin, 162 Wis. 2d at 894.
C.

Plaintiffs are substantially damaged by the Governor’s failure to act.
Unless mandamus issues, Plaintiffs suffer substantial injury to their voting rights and

right to representation. Governor Walker nevertheless argues that Plaintiffs are not substantially
damaged by his refusal to call special elections because the regular legislative session will be
over by the time a new member can be sworn in. Resp. at 6-9. That argument is without merit.
First, it runs contrary to the text of Wis. Stat. § 8.50(4)(d), which—even the Governor
admits—requires that a special election be called promptly for vacancies occurring five months
later than the vacancies here. The Legislature clearly did not share the view that representation is
only valuable when a legislator is actively casting votes. Another section of the statute is telling
on this point. It provides that, if a vacancy occurs after the close of the last regular floorperiod, a
special election is still required “if a special session or extraordinary floorperiod of the
legislature is called or a veto review period is scheduled during the remainder of the term,” Wis.
Stat. § 8.50(4)(d). It then goes on to state that, in such a case, “[t]he special election to fill the
vacancy shall be ordered, if possible, so the new member may participate in the special session or
floorperiod.” Id. (emphasis added). That the Legislature included the phrase “if possible” makes
it clear that a special election should still be held even where it is not possible to seat the new
member in time to cast a vote at the session. Governor Walker’s assertion that the statute
“establishes a policy for a special election to fill a vacancy only when any newly-elected member
can participate in the legislative business of voting on legislation” is squarely contrary to the text.
Resp. at 6. The Legislature could have easily written a statute that said special elections need
only be held when they would enable a new member to cast votes, but it did not. Instead, the
Legislature wrote a statute favoring prompt special elections so the people of Wisconsin are
ensured representation whenever possible.
Second, being unrepresented in legislative votes is not the sole source of Plaintiffs’
injury. Governor Walker’s argument deeply underestimates and undervalues the legislative work
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that occurs outside of a regular session. When not in session, legislators engage in important
committee work, set priorities for upcoming sessions, provide constituent services, and convene
for special sessions. See generally Affidavit of Greta Neubauer (“Neubauer Aff.”), Exhibit A
(describing her numerous duties while out of legislative session).
Further, the Governor’s argument evaporates if he decides to call a special session this
year. Special sessions have been called with increasing frequency in recent years, and often deal
with important or controversial pieces of legislation. Exhibit A at 13-14. Governor Walker has
not represented to the Court—nor can he—that no special session will be held later this year.
Special sessions historically occur in emergency situations or to deal with unforeseeable events
that demand immediate attention of the Legislature. Id. As a result, they are often convened
quickly, and have recently taken place as late as September. 4
Finally, Governor Walker’s complaint that it is too late to call a special election because
there is insufficient time left in the legislative term is disingenuous. It is a problem of his own
making. The resignations were effective December 29, 2017, and Governor Walker undoubtedly
knew of them in advance because the legislators left office to join his own administration. Had
he promptly issued writs of election immediately upon learning of the vacancies 5 the special
election could have been held concurrently with the January 16 special election, or—at the
latest—along with the spring election on April 3. That Plaintiffs will go the entire current

4

Madeline Kasper and Michael Keane, WISCONSIN LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE BUREAU, What is a
Special Session? LRB Reports, Vol. 1, No. 3 (March 2017), available at
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/misc/lrb/lrb_reports/lrb_reports_1_3.pdf (“Exhibit B”).
Additionally, as of the time of this writing, Wisconsin’s district maps are currently under review
by the United States Supreme Court, and a decision is expected later this spring. Whitford v. Gill,
218 F. Supp. 3d 837 (W.D. Wis. 2016). If the Supreme Court determines that the maps are
invalid, a special session would be necessary to redraw legislative maps prior to the November
general election. Legislative redistricting is a profoundly significant event at which Plaintiffs
would be unquestionably disadvantaged if they lacked representation.
5
The writ of special election that the Governor issued to fill the Assembly District 66 is telling.
Representative Cory Mason tendered his resignation on November 7, 2017, and Governor
Walker issued a writ of election on that same day. Resp. Attachment 3. He scheduled the special
election for January 16, 2018, the day after Cory Mason’s last day in office. Id. Greta Neubauer
was elected to the office and was sworn in on January 27, 2018, leaving the district
unrepresented for only eleven days. Neubauer Aff. ¶ 2.
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legislative session without representation is directly traceable to Governor Walker’s refusal to
comply with Wis. Stat. § 8.50(4)(d) and should not be used as a reason to withhold relief.
D.

Plaintiffs have a clear legal right to the requested relief.
Governor Walker does not dispute that Plaintiffs have a clear legal right under Wis. Stat.

§ 8.50(4)(d) to vote for new representation in a special election if the vacancies occurred during
the time period specified in the statute. Resp. at 16-17. His only dispute is that the vacancies did
not occur within the five-month window in which he believes the statute applies. Because his
argument hinges on the Court’s acceptance of his interpretation of the statute, if the Court finds
that the vacancies at issue fall within the ambit of Wis. Stat. § 8.50(4)(d), then Governor Walker
has effectively conceded that Plaintiffs have a clear legal right to relief. Resp. at 16-17.
Likewise, he admits that Plaintiffs have a constitutional right to vote, but insists—without
citations—that their rights “are not being infringed” because his refusal to hold an election does
not implicate the right to vote. Id. at 17 n.5. But the refusal to hold an election is plainly a direct
denial of the right to vote. It is thus not surprising that other courts have had no trouble finding
that voters experience constitutional injury in similar circumstances. Taft, 385 F.3d at 650; Judge
v. Quinn, 612 F.3d 537, 545 (7th Cir. 2010).
CONCLUSION
While a writ of mandamus is discretionary, it is an abuse of discretion to not issue the
writ where all four factors are met. Law Enf’t Standards Bd. v. Vill. of Lyndon Station, 101 Wis.
2d 472, 494, 305 N.W.2d 89, 99 (1981). 6 Here, Plaintiffs have established all four factors and
respectfully request that the Court grant relief.

6

Governor Walker urges the Court to deny the writ even if it finds Plaintiffs have met all four
factors, but the case he cites does not support the proposition that a Court should deny a writ
where, as here, doing so would “suspend… the operation of a plain, unambiguous legislative
mandate.” Keane v. St. Francis Hosp., 186 Wis. 2d 637, 661, 522 N.W.2d 517, 526 (Ct. App.
1994) (quoting State ex rel. Horton v. Brechler, 185 Wis. 599, 202 N.W. 144 (1925). Even
assuming a Court could overrule the four-prong test, the equitable factors weigh in favor of
Plaintiffs and the public, who have constitutional and statutory rights to democratic
representation.
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Introduction
As its name suggests, a “special session” of the Wisconsin Legislature differs from a
regular legislative session in its purposes and procedures. A special session is called by
the governor and is designed to deal exclusively with one or more matters the governor
considers so important that they must be addressed promptly and separately from other
legislative business.
Since Wisconsin became a state in 1848, the legislature has met in special session 94
times. Special sessions have occurred with increasing frequency, with more than two‐
thirds called since 1970. The most recent is the January 2017 Special Session, called
by Governor Scott Walker to consider legislation relating to combating opioid abuse.
Table 1 lists all special sessions, along with their duration and the number of proposals
introduced and enacted in each.
When it is in regular session, the legislature may act upon a wide range of policy issues,
but in special session the legislature may consider only the subjects specifically enumerated by the governor in the special session proclamation. All bills that are introduced,
along with any amendments to them, must be within the limits of the call. In addition,
legislative procedures in a special session are modified to speed up the legislative process, in recognition of the fact that special session issues often require prompt attention.
In understanding the organization and procedures currently used in special sessions of
the Wisconsin Legislature, a useful starting point is the 1963 ruling by Speaker Robert
D. Haase that discussed the manner in which each special session is distinct from any
other regular or special session held by the same legislature:
A special session of the Wisconsin Legislature is a “new session” in the sense that, when it
convenes, it has nothing before it on which it can act. Each proposal, in order to be acted
on by the legislature meeting in special session, must be placed before the legislature in
the proper form of a bill, joint resolution or resolution, introduced in that special session . . . [E]ach proposal should be identified by the words “SPECIAL SESSION.”
A special session of the Wisconsin Legislature is a “new session” in the sense that it is not
bound by the action of the legislature in the preceding regular session, but that any action
taken by the legislature meeting in special session must be taken from the beginning and,
if a law is to be enacted, go through the complete lawmaking cycle.
. . . On the other hand, a special session of the Wisconsin Legislature is not a “new session”
in the sense that it would require a new oath of office of its members or officers. The oath
of office given by the members holds for the term for which they have been elected and
[certain officers of the senate and assembly] hold their respective offices for the full 2‐year
term.
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. . . The chair is of the opinion that a special session is a “new session” in the sense that
it is entirely separate in all its particulars from the regular session of the same legislature
and that, upon the completion of its separate business, the special session adjourns sine
die without any effect on the regular session (Assembly Journal, 1963).1

Constitutional provisions and opinions of the attorney general
Special sessions are based on two constitutional provisions. Article V, Section 4, of the
Wisconsin Constitution authorizes the governor to convene the legislature on extraordinary occasions.2 Article IV, Section 11, the “limiting clause,” relates to the legislature
and provides that:
The legislature shall meet at the seat of government at such time as shall be provided by
law, unless convened by the governor in special session, and when so convened no business shall be transacted except as shall be necessary to accomplish the special purposes for
which it was convened.

The constitution clearly authorizes the governor to call a special session, but it does
not prescribe how the session should be conducted. Special session procedures have
evolved over time and are now governed by legislative rules and practice.
Practical experience, attorney general opinions, and supreme court rulings have helped
to achieve consensus on the rules for holding a special session. (See table 2 for attorney
general opinions that have shaped the rules and procedures governing special sessions.)

The governor’s call and supplements to the call
The first formal step in organizing a special session is the issuance of a proclamation by
the governor setting forth the day and hour for convening the session and the purpose
for which the session is to be held. In this proclamation, which in recent years has taken
the form of an executive order, the governor sets the guidelines for the session. Governor Walker’s order for the January 2017 Special Session shows the current format for a
call (pp. 23–24). See table 3 for all special session calls from 1848 to 2017.
Almost 100 years ago, in an opinion to Governor Emanuel L. Philipp in 1918, Attorney
General Spencer Haven indicated that the governor’s options in calling a special session
were quite broad:
 8JTDPOTJO"TTFNCMZ+PVSOBM  o
4JODF UIFMFHJTMBUVSFIBTQSPWJEFEUISPVHIQSPDFEVSBMSVMFTGPSJUTPXOFYUSBPSEJOBSZTFTTJPOTJO+PJOU3VMF
 4FOBUF3VMFBOE"TTFNCMZ3VMF%VSJOHUIFTFTFTTJPOT XIJDIBSFDBMMFEUISPVHIKPJOUBDUJPOPGUIFUXP
IPVTFT UIFMFHJTMBUVSFNBZDPOTJEFSPOMZTVDITVCKFDUTBTBSFMJTUFEJOUIFDBMM"UPUBMPGFYUSBPSEJOBSZTFTTJPOT
IBWFCFFODBMMFEJOMFHJTMBUJWFTFTTJPOT                
        BOE  5IFNPTUSFDFOUXBTUIF/PWFNCFS&YUSBPSEJOBSZ4FTTJPO 
DBMMFEUPDPOTJEFSKPJOUSFTPMVUJPOTBOECJMMTQFSUBJOJOHUPDBNQBJHOöOBODFSFGPSNBOETFWFSBMPUIFSNBUUFST
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It will be noted that this provision of the constitution leaves the matter wholly within
your hands. You are hampered by no machinery, and no limitations. The time of issuing
the proclamation, the time when the session shall convene, the subjects to be considered
thereat, the length of notice to be given to the members, the method of notifying them, all
are left entirely to your discretion (7 OAG 49).

Attorney General Stewart G. Honeck’s opinion in 1948 (37 OAG 374) indicated that
the governor’s call may be issued in person or by mail, telephone, or telegraph. He also
added that failure to contact individual legislators who are out of the state or unavailable does not invalidate the special session.
The constitution does not permit the governor to dictate the particulars of legislation to
be enacted, but the governor’s proclamation can enumerate and set forth the purposes of
the subjects to be considered. In 1987, at the symposium on the State of the States, conducted by the Eagleton Institute of Politics at Rutgers University, Speaker Thomas Loftus
explained the respective special session powers of the governor and the legislature:
The governor can call and state the purpose of a special session; however, it is the legislature’s power to act or not to act, to convene and then adjourn to a more convenient time,
and if it acts, to arrive at any solution to the problem it wishes. The governor cannot pose
the question and limit the answer. The governor can only pose the problem and suggest
a solution.

A governor may also supplement the original call by issuing new proclamations and
adding topics for the legislature to consider. In 1933, Governor Albert Schmedeman
supplemented his call four times after the special session convened, adding 11 new topics to the 5 topics in the original proclamation. After the 1937 legislature convened on
September 11 under Governor Philip La Follette’s nine‐item call, he issued two supplementary calls on October 11, each of which added nine items for consideration. More
recently, on January 3, 2011, Governor Walker called the legislature into special session
to consider legislation relating to taxes, rule-making authority and procedures, health
savings accounts, tort reform, and the creation of the Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation. He supplemented the call four times, on January 10, February 11,
April 26, and June 1. In the third supplementary call he asked for consideration of legislation relating to telecommunications regulation.

Organizing the legislature for a special session
Nineteenth century legislatures met in regular session for only a few months and then
adjourned sine die, that is, “without a day” set for reconvening, which means that in
effect the legislative body abolishes itself. This meant the legislature had to reorganize
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itself every time a special session was called, requiring considerable effort each time to
elect new officers, assign seats, and establish procedural rules.
Today’s special session procedures reflect changes in regular legislative scheduling that
occurred in the 1960s. Since January 11, 1961, the established legislative practice has been
to meet for periods throughout the biennium and to adjourn sine die only on the day the
succeeding legislature is sworn in. Continuing legislative activity throughout the biennium was formally permitted by a constitutional amendment, ratified in April 1968, which
allows the legislature to meet “at such time as shall be provided by law.” This continuous
scheduling makes it unnecessary to reorganize the legislature for special sessions.
At its first meeting in January of the odd‐numbered year, the legislature organizes itself
to conduct business during the biennium through adoption of a joint resolution establishing the session calendar. The legislative schedule is divided into floorperiods interspersed with periods for committee work. A special session can be called at any point
in the biennium, and there is a continuity of procedural rules for regular and special
sessions. All rules in effect at the conclusion of the preceding regular session are carried
forward, which means that when a special session is convened, each house already has a
body of rules in force, although it could modify the rules to suit unusual circumstances.
Senate Rule 93, which is similar to Assembly Rule 93, reads:
SENATE RULE 93. Special or extraordinary sessions. Unless otherwise provided by the
senate for a specific special or extraordinary session, the rules of the senate adopted for
the biennial session, with the following modifications, apply to each special session called
by the governor and to each extraordinary session called by the senate and assembly organization committees or called by a joint resolution approved by both houses:
(1) Except as provided in sub. (1d), a proposal or amendment may not be considered unless it accomplishes the special purposes for which the special session was convened or the
business specified in the action authorizing the extraordinary session. Notwithstanding
rule 46 (6), any proposal that is adversely and finally disposed of for the biennial session
may be revived by specific inclusion in the action authorizing an extraordinary session,
provided that the proposal had not failed a vote of concurrence or passage in the senate.
Any proposal revived under this subsection is considered to be at the same stage of the
proceedings as it had attained upon being adversely and finally disposed of.
(1d) Resolutions offering commendations, congratulations, or condolences, memorializing
congress or an individual, or affecting senate or legislative rules or proceedings, and nominations for appointments are declared not to be within the meaning of the term “business”
under the constitutional provision limiting the matters to be considered during special sessions to those enumerated in the governor’s call for a special session. All such matters may
be considered during any extraordinary session. All such matters are not subject to sub. (1p).
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(1p) A senate proposal may not be considered unless it is recommended to be introduced,
offered, or considered by the committee on senate organization, the senate committee on
finance, the joint committee on finance, the joint committee on legislative organization,
or by the joint committee on employment relations.
(2) A notice of a committee meeting is not required other than posting on the legislative
bulletin board.
(3) The daily calendar is in effect immediately upon posting on the legislative bulletin
boards. The calendar need not be distributed.
(4) Any point of order shall be decided within one hour.
(5) A motion may not be entertained to postpone action to a day or time certain.
(6) Any motion to advance a proposal and any motion to message a proposal to the assembly may be adopted by a majority of those present and voting.

As a result of the continuous biennial legislative session schedule and the continuity
in procedural rules, various organizational requirements, including committee assignments, which formerly had to be approved at the beginning of each special session, are
now simply carried over from the regular session.

Special session documents and bills
Joint Rule 79 requires the chief clerks and the Legislative Reference Bureau (and requests the governor and the secretary of state) to treat the legislative documents of
regular and special sessions within a single biennium as follows:
(1) Drafting requests. The legislative reference bureau shall number all drafting requests received by it in a continuing sequence throughout each biennial session. Separate
sequences may be used to distinguish proposals, substitute amendments, simple amendments to proposals other than the budget bill, floor amendments to proposals, and drafts
for incorporation into the budget bill or any amendments thereto.
(2) Bill jackets. When jacketing drafted proposals for consideration in a special session, the legislative reference bureau shall identify each page of the draft, and, except as
otherwise provided in joint rule 54 (2m), identify the bill jacket, by the month in which a
specific special session begins.
(3) Proposals. For each special session, the chief clerks shall number the proposals in a
new sequence, beginning with the number “1” for each type of proposal.
(4) Journals. The daily journals for each special session shall be identified as journals of
the legislature meeting in special session, but shall be filed in consecutive order, by date,
together with the journals recording the action in regular session throughout the biennial
session. When the legislature, at different times within a single day, conducts the business
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of the regular session as well as business under the governor’s special session call, the actions may be recorded in a single journal for that day but actions under the special session
call shall be clearly identified as actions of the legislature meeting in special session.
(5) Bulletin of proceedings. The history of legislative action on all proposals introduced or offered in special sessions shall be published in a single chapter for each special
session, at the end of the senate and assembly parts of the bulletin of proceedings. In the
subject and author indexes of the index to the bulletin of proceedings, special session
legislation shall be indexed, together with regular session legislation, into a single subjectheading and author-heading-sequence.
(6) Wisconsin Acts. The office of the governor is requested and the chief clerks of the
senate and assembly are directed to number all Wisconsin Acts enacted throughout a
single biennial session, whether enacted in regular or in special session, into a single consecutive act number sequence.

During regular sessions, any member or committee of the legislature may offer proposals for introduction on any day of the biennial session. However, every proposal must
be drafted in proper form by attorneys at the Legislative Reference Bureau and then
presented to the chief clerk of the respective house for introduction. Procedure during
a special session differs in that individual legislators may not introduce bills. According
to Joint Rule 81 (2) (c):
Following the official call of any special or extraordinary session, the joint committee on
employment relations or on legislative organization, the committees on organization in
each house, and any committee of either house so authorized under the rules thereof, may
introduce or offer proposals germane to the call, and such proposals may be numbered,
referred to committee, and reproduced in advance of the special or extraordinary session
under the customary procedures of each house.

For example, the Committee on Senate Organization introduced January 2014 Special
Session Senate Bill 1, relating to school district budgets, whereas the Joint Committee
on Finance introduced January 2014 Special Session Assembly Bill 4, relating to the
federal historic rehabilitation tax credit. Assembly Rule 93 (2) and Senate Rule 93 (1p)
specify which other committees may introduce legislation during a special session. The
additional committees include the Joint Committee on Finance, the Joint Committee
on Legislative Organization, and the Joint Committee on Employment Relations.

A special session within a regular session
The legislature now remains in continuous regular session, but the constitutional power of
the governor to “convene the legislature on extraordinary occasions” has not diminished.
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Following the constitutional amendment in 1968 permitting the legislature to meet in
continuous session, the question was raised as to whether the governor would be able
to call the legislature into special session when there was no sine die adjournment. The
Wisconsin Supreme Court decided in State ex rel. Groppi v. Leslie, 44 Wis. 2d 300 (1969):
The petitioner argues . . . the assembly was not in a valid special session. He bases his
argument on the premise that the governor has no power to call a special session of the
legislature before the legislature in a general session has adjourned sine die.
. . . The constitution does not limit the power of the governor to call special sessions only
when the legislature is not in session. The purpose of a special session is to accomplish
a special purpose for which it has convened. To deny the governor the power to call a
special session while the legislature is in general session would in effect deny the governor
the right to call the legislature into session to give priority consideration to those items
he claims are of immediate statewide concern. This power of the governor is a part of the
checks and balances in our tripartite form of government.

Scope and substance of a special session
The most significant limitation on the powers of the legislature when it is meeting in
special session is set forth in Article IV, Section 11, of the Wisconsin Constitution:
“[W]hen [the legislature is] so convened no business shall be transacted except as shall
be necessary to accomplish the special purposes for which it was convened.” The constitution gives the governor the power to set the scope of a special session by detailing
the policies on which the legislature is to act, but the legislature retains the discretion to
shape the substance, and thus the results, of a special session. On November 18, 1987,
Speaker Loftus wrote to Governor Thompson the following:
[W]hile the governor may recommend for the Legislature’s consideration such matters
as he may deem expedient, the means by which and the extent to which the Legislature
accomplishes the special purposes for which it was convened are policy decisions for the
Legislature.
Item 1 of your call . . . sets forth a general purpose concerning homestead tax credits and
farmland preservation agreements, including increasing the threshold income, maximum
income and maximum eligible property tax or rent equivalent, etc. On the other hand,
while the Legislature will certainly consider your detailed recommendations, it cannot be
bound by the specific dates, amounts or quantities set forth in item 1.
Item 2 of your call includes a recommendation that the Legislature extend medical assistance to medically needy children “under age 3”. Again, I am confident that the Legislature will consider that recommendation, but if the Legislature decides that this particular
aspect of the purposes for which it was called into the special session is accomplished
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better by setting the age at “age 2” or at “age 6”, then that is a proper policy decision for the
Legislature under its constitutional grant of power.
The [Wisconsin Supreme Court’s] Van Dyke decision of 1935 strongly suggests that the
Legislature’s power to determine the means by which and the extent to which the general
purposes of a Governor’s special session call are to be accomplished is quite broad. . . .
Calling a special session, a Governor can only limit the purpose for which the special session is called. The means by which and the extent to which the general purposes of the call
are to be implemented are policy decisions for the Legislature.

Speaker Haase had emphasized this very same point when he stated in the ruling previously cited that a governor could not, as stated in the call for the December 1963
Special Session, ask a special session to consider a regular session bill. A governor can
only describe the topic.
During the 1922 special session, the chair of the Assembly Committee on Taxation requested the attorney general’s opinion on the distinction between the objectives of special session legislation, as defined in the governor’s call, and the legislature’s freedom to
determine the means by which these objectives might be obtained. In response, Attorney
General William J. Morgan cited Colorado and Montana Supreme Court decisions in
support of his contention that, although a call for a special session of the legislature may
specify in minute detail the laws which the governor wishes enacted, the legislature has
the constitutional authority to enact any law designed to accomplish objects of legislation
suggested in the call (11 OAG 249).
The same point was made by Lieutenant Governor Thomas J. O’Malley presiding during the 1933 special session:
The general doctrine, however, is clear, namely that the legislature may deal only with the
subjects included in the Governor’s call, but may deal with them in any manner that it
sees fit, and not merely in the manner suggested by the Governor (1933 Special Session
Senate Journal 77).

Most recently, this issue came up in litigation challenging the constitutionality of 2011
Wisconsin Acts 10 and 32 relating to collective bargaining for public employees. One of
plaintiffs’ arguments at trial was that Act 10, which was enacted during a special session
called by Governor Walker for the purpose of considering and acting “upon legislation
relating to the Budget Repair Bill,” was outside the special session call.
The defendants—Governor Walker and three commissioners of the Wisconsin Employment Relations Commission—argued that the question of whether Act 10 was outside
the special session call was nonjusticiable and was a matter to be decided exclusively by
the legislature and the governor, not the courts. They reasoned that this constitutional
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provision is different from other justiciable procedural limitations because the governor
defines the scope of the special session and can veto legislation that exceeds the scope of
the call. Therefore, when the governor does not veto special session legislation, the governor has determined that the legislation was within the scope of the special session call.
In its decision, the circuit court found that Act 10 was within the scope of the special
session call. But the court held that the issue was justiciable, as past courts had found;
rejected the notion that the constitutional provision can be “brushed aside by political accommodation between the governor and the legislature”; and concluded that legislation
enacted in violation of Article IV, Section 11, of the constitution is void. The circuit court
went on to find that parts of Act 10 were unconstitutional, a decision that was eventually
reversed by the Wisconsin Supreme Court, which upheld Act 10 in its entirety.
Although the circuit court decision has no precedential value, it is important to note
that at least one recent Wisconsin court rejected anew the argument that the legislature
and the governor are the sole determiners of whether legislation falls under a special
session call. The issue remains justiciable, and legislation enacted outside of the scope
of a special session call is void.

Germaneness of proposals to governor’s call
During special sessions of the Wisconsin Legislature, specific bills or their amendments
or both have been challenged as not germane to the governor’s call. On one occasion,
the governor amended the call to permit further consideration of a constitutional
amendment that the legislature had proposed but the Speaker had ruled nongermane
to the original call. The following are sample rulings by presiding officers, attorneys
general, and the supreme court that provide guidelines about germaneness.
April 1926 special session. Attorney General Herman L. Akern cautioned that a call to
deal with the bovine tuberculosis appropriation did not open the door for broad programmatic amendments:
[T]he wording of the call indicates that the special purpose was not a revision of the provisions relating to the condemnation and slaughter of diseased animals and the payment of
indemnities to be paid thereon and expenses connected therewith, but merely the one question of the aggregate appropriation to be available for these purposes. (15 OAG 163, 165)

March 1928 special session. Attorney General John W. Reynolds described the limits of
a call to provide an emergency appropriation to the state board of control:
Bill No. 8, S., in substance, transfers unexpended appropriation balances made by previous sessions of the legislature to the state board of control, to be spent for emergency
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needs . . . The call is for an appropriation of funds to the state board of control; a transfer
of funds already appropriated is not an appropriation, therefore is not within the call. (17
OAG 181)

November 1931 special session. Several questions of germaneness were raised during
this Depression‐era session. Speaker Charles B. Perry ruled that two items offered for
consideration by the legislature were not germane. One was 1931 Assembly Joint Resolution 13, that proposed to add a new section to Article VIII of the Wisconsin Constitution to permit the state to procure “control of the means of production and distribution
of the necessities of life, and for the purpose of giving the worker the full product of his
toil.” The chair ruled that the resolution was not contemplated in the call, and the decision was upheld by a roll call vote (Assembly Journal, 1931).3
In the second instance, item 6 of the governor’s call asked that revenues for unemployment relief be raised through new taxes on 1931 incomes, increases in gift and
inheritance taxes, and enactment of a chain store tax. 1931 Special Session Assembly
Bill 50 proposed to levy a tax on the pelts of fur‐bearing animals raised for commercial purposes. The Speaker ruled this also was not within the executive call (Assembly
Journal, 1931).4
Attorney General John W. Reynolds was asked his opinion about the germaneness of
a bill relating to the governor’s call asking the legislature “to make provisions for the
relief of unemployed citizens” (20 OAG 1241). The bill generally provided for the postponement for six months of the payment of real estate taxes. He responded that the
postponement “unquestionably would be ‘relief ’” of unemployed persons “as this term
is generally understood and within the meaning of the governor’s call” but that the
overall plan was beyond the scope of the call because it would also provide such relief
to numerous employed persons as well as the unemployed.
In two cases resulting from the same special session call, the supreme court decided that
the call’s scope could be more broadly interpreted. In both cases, questions were raised
because several of the relief measures contained in Chapter 29, Laws of 1931, were
based on per capita formulas or not targeted strictly to relief for unemployed persons.
In State ex rel. Madison v. Industrial Commission, 207 Wis. 652 (1935), the court reiterated several points: “The language of a statute must be construed with reference to its
context and the purposes sought to be accomplished.” And, it continued: “[I]t must
be presumed that the legislature of the state, being the supreme law‐making body, has
made careful investigation of the entire situation” (660).
8JTDPOTJO"TTFNCMZ+PVSOBM  
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In this same case, the court found that the legislature was justified in its broad reading of
the unemployment situation it confronted when responding to the special session call:
We may take judicial notice of the fact that commencing late in 1929 and continuing down
to the present time depression and unemployment have existed throughout the length
and breadth of this land; that during the year 1931 the unemployment situation was particularly acute; that at the time the legislature was in session, the winter of 1931 and 1932
promised no substantial change for the better (658).

December 1933 special session. Speaker Cornelius T. Young ruled against a bill although part of it was germane:
In short, Bill 5, A., provides for a state regulatory system for the sale and manufacture of
intoxicating liquor and a state fund for old age pensions.
. . . The Governor’s call for this special session included five specific subjects which relate
to the regulation of the manufacture, sale and transportation of alcohol beverages, a tax
on such beverages and on fermented malt beverages of any alcohol content and confirmation of any appointments to office under any legislation that may be enacted. Clearly, the
subject of old age pensions is not included within the call and any bill providing for such
legislation cannot be considered at this special session.
Since Bill 5, A., includes two subjects, one being germane and the other not germane, the
entire bill must be considered not germane, as the old age provisions are an integral part
of the bill and the bill as a whole must be considered (Assembly Journal, 1933).5

In the senate, Lieutenant Governor O’Malley ruled that under the call to provide
for a state beverage tax, a proposal to permit a partial refund of taxes collected from
manufacturers using Wisconsin‐produced barley, while it did not deal with the tax in
the manner suggested by the governor, was germane to the subject of the call (Senate
Journal, 1933).6
September 1969 special session. Within a lengthy list of items, the call for the special
session requested the legislature to make appropriations for specific, and rather narrowly defined, school programs. The question of germaneness was raised about a general increase in school aids:
The chair ruled that the general increase in the school aid formula pertaining to each
student produced funds that could be in the Governor’s Call, as specifically listed therein.
However, they could also be used for purposes other than that outlined in the Governor’s
Call. For that reason, the general increase was not germane (Assembly Journal, 1969).7
8JTDPOTJO"TTFNCMZ+PVSOBM  o
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June 1980 special session. The legislature was considering a joint resolution related to
Governor Lee Sherman Dreyfus’s call to amend the constitution to permit legislation
that would authorize circuit courts to deny release on bail under certain circumstances.
Upon receipt of a conference committee report designed to reconcile differences in the
assembly and senate versions, a point of order was raised that the conference report was
not germane to the call. Speaker Edward Jackamonis ruled the bill was not germane
because the report proposed direct regulation of bail and was “self‐executing,” thus
rendering it beyond the scope of the call which asked for a constitutional amendment
to authorize the legislature to enact laws on the subject.
On the next day, the governor issued a supplementary call that, in effect, permitted
introduction of the wording recommended by the conference report. June 1980 Special
Session Assembly Joint Resolution 9 passed both houses and received its second approval in the 1981 legislature. The voters ratified the amendment in April 1981.
May 2002 special session. Representative Stephen Freese rose to the point of order
that May 2002 Special Session Assembly Substitute Amendment 1 to Assembly Bill
1 was not germane to the governor’s special session call, which focused on chronic wasting disease in deer. Speaker Scott Jensen ruled the point of order not timely
because there were still simple amendments pending to the substitute amendment.
Therefore, even if the substitute amendment was not germane to the special session
call at that time, it could still be amended prior to its adoption to make it germane
(Assembly Journal, 2001)8.

Vetoes of special session bills
The governor has the same power to veto special session bills as applies to regular session bills, including partial vetoes of bills containing appropriations. Since the May 1861
special session, 12 bills have been vetoed in full in seven special sessions. Never has the
governor’s veto of a special session bill been overridden.
For each session since 2001, Senate Joint Resolution 1 has set the schedule for the upcoming session and has included the following text: “A special or extraordinary session shall
reconvene upon a call of a majority of the members of the Joint Committee on Legislative
Organization solely for the consideration of executive vetoes or partial vetoes if an enrolled bill passed by both houses during the special or extraordinary session was vetoed
or partially vetoed.” When the assembly and the senate adjourn a special session for the
final time, they do so pursuant to Senate Joint Resolution 1.

8JTDPOTJO"TTFNCMZ+PVSOBM  
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Meeting days and length of special sessions
Special sessions often meet on the same day as regular session days, although many are
skeleton sessions, attended by only a few legislators and adjourned immediately to a future date. Because the senate and the assembly may meet for a different number of days,
it is more informative to count the total number of calendar days contained in a special
session. Since the first special session in 1861, the span of special sessions has ranged
in calendar days from 1 day to 267 days for the January 2011 special session called by
Governor Walker that was supplemented four times. That special session was also the
longest in terms of actual meeting days (164). The length of individual special sessions
are shown in table 1.
The governor has the power to convene a special session but not to adjourn it. The
executive order specifies the date and time the legislature is to convene to consider the
items of business contained in the call, but, outside of the biennial expiration of the legislators’ terms, there is no limit on the length of a special session unless the legislature
imposes one on itself, as it did in 1937. The special session’s length can vary depending
on the quantity and complexity of the items listed in the governor’s call, the level of
controversy or sense of urgency surrounding those issues, and the point in the regular
session’s schedule that the special session begins.

Special session trends
In its early history, it was the practice of the legislature to meet for only a few months
annually at the beginning of the year (to 1882) or at the beginning of the biennium
(after 1883), and then adjourn sine die for the balance of the year or biennium. The
special session served as a mechanism to bring the lawmakers back to the capitol to
address crises such as natural disasters, fiscal emergencies, economic calamities, civil
disturbances, and any other matters that could not wait until the legislature convened
its next regular session. For much of the state’s history, the use of special sessions conformed to this pattern. But just as the procedural rules of a special session have evolved,
there have also been gradual changes in the frequency and purposes of special sessions.
It would seem that after the adoption in 1961 of the continuous biennial session, there
would be less need to call the legislature into special session, but special sessions have
been called with increasing frequency in recent years. One explanation may lie in the
stated purposes of the special session calls. While these sessions are sometimes convened to act expeditiously upon urgent matters, it is becoming more common for governors to call the special session for regular legislative matters, rather than emergency
situations. (See table 2.) Because governors can select the time and set the agenda in
a call, they have discovered that convening a special session allows them to highlight
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policy problems and propose possible solutions. The special session device can give the
governor a greater role in setting the legislative agenda and guiding legislation.
Other possible reasons for the expanded use of special sessions are that they can be
convened more easily because organizational arrangements are simpler and that legislators are now in Madison more often than in the past when the legislature was not in
continuous session. Nowadays, it is not uncommon for special sessions to meet concurrently with regular sessions, even on the same legislative day.
Since 1861, special sessions have been effective in promptly focusing legislative attention and debate on salient issues and pressing policy problems facing the state, and
Wisconsin governors will likely continue to employ this useful constitutional power. 
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Table 1. Special sessions of the Wisconsin legislature, 1848–2017
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Table 1. Special sessions of the Wisconsin legislature, 1848–2017, continued
Meeting days3
Special
session1

%BUFT

.BSDI
4FQU. .
0DU . .
/PW . .
+BO . .
.BSDI
.BZ . .
+VMZ . .
4FQU. .
/PW . .
+VOF
0DU .
.BZ .
+BO .
0DU .
"QSJM
+VOF
"VH .
.BZ .
+VOF
+BO .
4FQU.
"QSJM
0DU .
2000 May .
2001 May .
2002 Jan .
2002 May .
2003 Jan .
2005 Jan .

. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .

. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .

'FC . .
2007 Jan . .
2007 Oct . .
%FD . .
.BSDI
"QSJM .
+VOF .
%FD . .
2011 Jan . .
2011 Sept. .

. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .

Calendar
days2

Senate Assembly

Measures introduced
Bills

Joint
res.

Laws
Bills
Res. vetoed4 enacted

o
o
10/31
11/20
o
o
o
7/15
o
o

3

1
1
124
3
10
1
2
203

2
11
1
1
34
3

1
2
44

2
7
1
1
27
3
4
1
2
42


22
1
24
1
1
44
3
2


1
1
3
2
4
1
3
1
1
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

3
17
1
12
1
1
12
2
2
5


o

o
o
o

o
o
o

1

1
157
220
52
1
22
2
17

1
52
1

50
20
1
7
2


1

1
52
47
17
1
7
2


4
52
7


7
0
1

3

1

1
1
2
1
2
1
1
4

3
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
7
0
2
1
2
0
1
3
3

1/4
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

1

31


3

3
22


1
12
13
7
3
1

3
7
4

1
13
12

3
2
52
2
7
1

1
1
13
3
2
1
1
2
1
2

1
1
2
1
2
0
2
0
0
0

0
0
2
0
1
0
7
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

o
o
o
 o
o
o
o
o
o
o

22
22




4


71

7
7
5

22
11
4
23

22



3

22
11
3
24

22

2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
27


0
1
0
1
4
4
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
3
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
12
7

34

57

10

17

10
7



2
4

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

4
1
2

2013 Oct . . . . o
%FD . . . . o
2014 Jan . . . . o

.POUIMJTUFEJTNPOUIUIBUTQFDJBMTFTTJPOöSTUDPOWFOFEQVSTVBOUUPHPWFSOPSTDBMM4JODFUIFSFIBWFCFFO
TQFDJBMTFTTJPOT5IFOVNCFSPGTQFDJBMTFTTJPODBMMT XIJDIUPUBMFE JODMVEFEPOFDBMMFECZUIFHPWFSOPSUPDPOWFOF
PO#FDBVTFUIFMFHJTMBUVSFSFDPOWFOFEPOUIBUEBUFJOSFHVMBSTFTTJPOVOEFS"+3 UIFSFXBTOPOFFEUP
DPOWFOFBTQFDJBMTFTTJPO/VNCFSPGDBMFOEBSEBZTGSPNPQFOJOHEBUFPGUIFTFTTJPOUPöOBMBEKPVSONFOU
/VNCFSPGEBZTPOXIJDIUIFTFOBUFBOEBTTFNCMZNFU JODMVEJOHTLFMFUPOTFTTJPOT1BSUJBMWFUPFTOPUJODMVEFE
5IFTFOBUFBEKPVSOFEUIFTQFDJBMTFTTJPOBTTFNCMZ
Source: Bulletin of the Proceedings of the Wisconsin Legislature4FOBUFBOE"TTFNCMZ+PVSOBMT
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Table 2. Selected attorney general opinions on special sessions
Year

Topic

0"(



(PWFSOPSNBZBNFOEUIFDBMMUPJODMVEFOFXTVCKFDUTPSJTTVFBOFXDBMMGPSUIFTBNF
time.

0"(



Resolutions expressing opinions are not “business” and are permitted during the special
TFTTJPO FWFOUIPVHITVCKFDUJTOPUJOUIFDBMM

0"(



Although the call specifies in minute detail the laws which the governor wishes enacted,
UIFMFHJTMBUVSFSFUBJOTJUTMFHJTMBUJWFJOEFQFOEFODFJODBSSZJOHPVUUIFPCKFDUJWFTPGUIF
call. Question of germaneness answered.

0"(



The scope of the call relates to making an emergency appropriation and cannot be ex
UFOEFEUPBNFOEJOHEFUBJMTPGUIFQSPHSBNTBENJOJTUSBUJPO

0"(



Joint resolution does not have force of law and cannot be substituted for a bill.

17 OAG 171



5IF MFHJTMBUVSF JT QFSNJUUFE VOEFS UIF TDPQF PG UIF DBMM UP BEKVTU UIF BNPVOU PG UIF
emergency appropriation requested in the call, but it may not consider the regular ap
propriation for the fiscal year. It may finance the emergency appropriation through ex
isting and legally available funds or by passing new revenue measures.

0"(



The scope of the call is for an emergency appropriation of funds. Transfer of funds al
ready appropriated, rather appropriation of new funds, is not within the call.

20 OAG 1115



If the call is “to amend and revise” a specific statutory section, the legislature may exer
cise broad authority in dealing with that section.

0"(



"KPJOUSFTPMVUJPOUPBNFOEUIFDPOTUJUVUJPOJTMFHJTMBUJPO OPUBOFYQSFTTJPOPGPQJOJPO 
and cannot be considered if not included in the call.

37 OAG 374



5IFNBOOFSPGDBMMJOHTQFDJBMTFTTJPOBOEGPSNPGOPUJDFBSFBUHPWFSOPSTEJTDSFUJPO
The call may be issued in person, by mail, or by telephone or telegraph.

51 OAG 1



The governor may call a special session while the legislature is between general sessions
and not assembled, although the legislature in technical terms is considered “in session”
because there has been no sine dieBEKPVSONFOU

4PVSDF8JTDPOTJO%FQBSUNFOUPG+VTUJDF Index Digest to Opinions of the Attorney General Opinions of the Attorney
General, various volumes.
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Table 3. Special session calls, 1848–2017
Special session

Main purpose

.BZ. . . . . . . . .

Civil War powers.

4FQUFNCFS . . . .

.JMJUJBPSHBOJ[BUJPO4PMEJFSTSJHIUUPWPUF*OEJBOVQSJTJOH1BZNFOUUPNJMJUBSZPGGJDFFN
ployes.

+VOF . . . . . . . .

3FWJTJPOPGHFOFSBMTUBUVUFT5PSOBEPEBNBHF

+VOF . . . . . . . .

Legislative apportionment.

0DUPCFS . . . . . .

Legislative apportionment.

'FCSVBSZ. . . . . .

Legislative apportionment.

%FDFNCFS . . . . .

3BJMSPBESFHVMBUJPO1SJNBSZFMFDUJPOMBX

"QSJM . . . . . . . .

#MBDL3JWFS'BMMTGMPPEJOH

0DUPCFS . . . . . .

Absentee voting by soldiers.

'FCSVBSZ. . . . . .

War economy.

4FQUFNCFS . . . .

Reserve officers training facilities.

4FQUFNCFS . . . .

Soldiers rehabilitation funds.

.BZ. . . . . . . . .

$PTUPGMJWJOH.FEJDBMFEVDBUJPO&EVDBUJPOBMTUBOEBSET

.BSDI . . . . . . .

Income tax administration.

"QSJM . . . . . . . .

Indemnities for cattle with tuberculosis.

+BOVBSZ . . . . . .

Appropriations for state colleges and public welfare.

.BSDI . . . . . . .

Appropriations for charitable and penal institutions.

/PWFNCFS. . . . .

6OFNQMPZNFOU"QQPSUJPONFOU

%FDFNCFS . . . . .

Prohibition repeal.

supplementary . . .

Operation of banks.

supplementary . . .

&YUFOTJPOPGQSPQFSUZUBYQBZNFOUEFBEMJOF.JMXBVLFF$PVOUZDJSDVJUDPVSU%SBJOBHFEJT
USJDUT3FJNCVSTFNFOUPG'JSFNFOT"TTPDJBUJPO4UVEFOUMPBOT

supplementary . . .

Banking operations.

supplementary . . .

4DIPPMEJTUSJDUT1VCMJDEFQPTJUT%FMJORVFOUCBOLT

4FQUFNCFS . . . .

&DPOPNJDFNFSHFODZSFMJFG5BYSFWJTJPOT)JHIXBZTBGFUZ

supplementary . . .

"HSJDVMUVSBMNBSLFUJOH$SFBUJPOPGB%FQBSUNFOUPG$PNNFSDF0MEBHFBTTJTUBODF$IBJO
TUPSFT6OGBJSUSBEFQSBDUJDFT)PVTJOHQSPHSBNT

supplementary . . .

(PWFSONFOUSFPSHBOJ[BUJPO.JMXBVLFFTDIPPMUBYMFWZ&NQMPZNFOUPGNJOPST

+VMZ . . . . . . . . .

3FOUDPOUSPM7FUFSBOTIPVTJOH4UBUFQFSTPOOFMTBMBSJFTBOETUBUFHPWFSONFOUPQFSBUJPO

+VMZ . . . . . . . . .

7FUFSBOTIPVTJOH

+VOF . . . . . . . .

6OFNQMPZNFOUDPNQFOTBUJPO(FOFSBMSFMJFGGPSQPPS4UBUFSFTJEFODZ6SCBOSFOFXBM

+VOF . . . . . . . .

Legislative and congressional apportionment.

%FDFNCFS . . . . .

Accelerated construction of state freeway system.

supplementary . . .

"EEJUJPOBMDPVSUT4UBUFQVSDIBTFPG.FOPNJOFF&OUFSQSJTFTFDVSJUJFT$POTUJUVUJPOBMBNFOE
ment procedure.

4FQUFNCFS . . . .

6SCBOQSPCMFNT1VCMJDXFMGBSF4UBUFBTTJTUBODFUP.BSRVFUUF.FEJDBM4DIPPM3FWFOVFT

%FDFNCFS . . . . .

Confirmation of appointments.

"QSJM . . . . . . . .

Legislative apportionment.

supplementary . . .
%FDFNCFS . . . . .

18

'VMMUSBJODSFXMBX3BUJGJDBUJPOPG64FRVBMSJHIUTBNFOENFOU$IBSHFBDDPVOUVTVSZ3FWJ
TPSTCJMMT
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Table 3. Special session calls, 1848–2017, continued
Special session

Main purpose

"QSJM . . . . . . . .

#VEHFU SFWJFX CJMM .FSHFS PG UIF 6OJWFSTJUZ PG8JTDPOTJO BOE UIF TUBUF VOJWFSTJUJFT $BN
QBJHO GJOBODF SFGPSN 1PXFS QMBOU TJUJOH 4VQQMFNFOUBM SFUJSFNFOU CFOFGJUT GPS UFBDIFST
:PVUIGVMPGGFOEFSTQSPHSBN3FPSHBOJ[BUJPOPG%FQBSUNFOUPG5SBOTQPSUBUJPO$BCMFUFMFWJ
TJPO4UVEEFEUJSFT

supplementary . . .

Supplemental retirement benefits for teachers.

/PWFNCFS. . . . .

Collective bargaining agreements for state employes.

%FDFNCFS . . . . .

3FPSHBOJ[BUJPOPG%FQBSUNFOUPG5SBOTQPSUBUJPO1SFTJEFOUJBMQSJNBSZ1PXFSPGDPOEFNOB
UJPOGPS75"&EJTUSJDUT$PMMFDUJWFCBSHBJOJOHBHSFFNFOUTGPSTUBUFFNQMPZFT

.BZ. . . . . . . . .

6OFNQMPZNFOUDPNQFOTBUJPO

+VOF . . . . . . . .

0QFONFFUJOHTMBX*OGMVFO[BJNNVOJ[BUJPO3FDPEJGJDBUJPOPGNFOUBMIFBMUIMBXT5BYQBZFS
funding of election campaigns.

supplementary . . . .
4FQUFNCFS . . . .
supplementary . . .

$SFBUJPOPGDPVODJMPONJHSBOUMBCPS$MFBOFMFDUJPODBNQBJHOGVOE
Collective bargaining agreements for state employes.
Agricultural water diversion permits.

+VOF . . . . . . . .

Partial vetoes.

/PWFNCFS. . . . .

4UBUFQFSTPOOFMQSPDFEVSFT%SJWJOHVOEFSUIFJOGMVFODFPGJOUPYJDBOUT

supplementary . . .
+VOF . . . . . . . .
supplementary . . .
%FDFNCFS . . . . .
supplementary . . .
4FQUFNCFS . . . .
supplementary . . .

Confirmation of appointments.
7BSJPVTDIBOHFTDPODFSOJOHUIFDPVSUT
7FUFSBOTIPNFMPBOQSPHSBN
Confirmation of appointments.
Special election laws.
$PMMFDUJWFCBSHBJOJOHBHSFFNFOUTGPSTUBUFFNQMPZFT4BMBSZBEKVTUNFOUTGPSFMFDUFETUBUF
officials.
Open presidential primary.

+BOVBSZ . . . . . .

'FMPOJFTDPNNJUUFEXJUIBEBOHFSPVTXFBQPO$POTUJUVUJPOBMBNFOENFOUUPEFOZSFMFBTF
POCBJM.BOEBUPSZNJOJNVNTFOUFODFT3FTUSJDUJOHQSPCBUJPOBOEQBSPMF

+VOF . . . . . . . .

%FOZJOH CBJM &YFDVUJWF CSBODI SFPSHBOJ[BUJPO -PX BOE NPEFSBUF JODPNF OFJHICPSIPPE
investment and home ownership program.

/PWFNCFS. . . . .

4PJMBOEXBUFSDPOTFSWBUJPO4DIPPMDPTUDPOUSPMT(JGUBOEFTUBUFUBYFT1SPQFSUZUBYDSFEJU
7FUFSBOTUSVTUGVOE

supplementary . . .
"QSJM . . . . . . . .

6TVSZMBXT
4UBUFGJOBODFT$POTUJUVUJPOBMBNFOENFOUUPFBSNBSLTBMFTUBYGPSFEVDBUJPOBMQSPQFSUZUBY
relief.

supplementary . . .

6OFNQMPZNFOUDPNQFOTBUJPO

supplementary . . .

Legislative apportionment.

.BZ. . . . . . . . .
supplementary . . .
+BOVBSZ . . . . . .
supplementary . . .
"QSJM . . . . . . . .
+VMZ . . . . . . . . .

+VEJDJBMTBMBSJFT3FMJFGGPSOFFEZ*OEJBOQFSTPOT&BSMZSFUJSFNFOUGPSTUBUFFNQMPZFT
Milwaukee prison site.
4BMFTBOEDJHBSFUUFUBYFT4QFDJBMFMFDUJPOT
Extension of budget introduction submission.
6OFNQMPZNFOUDPNQFOTBUJPO
-FHJTMBUJWFBQQPSUJPONFOU5BYJODSFNFOUBMGJOBODFKPJOUSFWJFXCPBSE

supplementary . . .

$POGJSNBUJPOPGBQQPJOUNFOUT$POTJEFSBUJPOPGWFUPFT

supplementary . . .

/POSFQSFTFOUFEDMBTTJGJFETUBUFFNQMPZFDPNQFOTBUJPOQMBO

0DUPCFS . . . . . .

8JTDPOTJO)PVTJOH'JOBODF"VUIPSJUZ5SBEFPGGJDF1FSNJU*OGPSNBUJPO$FOUFS3VMFNBLJOH
GPSTNBMMCVTJOFTTFT6UJMJUZIPMEJOHDPNQBOJFT
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Table 3. Special session calls, 1848–2017, continued
Special session

Main purpose

'FCSVBSZ. . . . . .

4UBUFQSPQFSUZUBYSFMJFG3FEVDJOHTVSUBYFT

.BZ. . . . . . . . .

(SPVQEFFSIVOUJOH%PNFTUJDBCVTF/VSTJOHIPNFQBZSPMMSFDPSEJOTQFDUJPO

supplementary . . .

'JOBODJBMBTTJTUBODFGPSTFQUJDTZTUFNT

.BSDI . . . . . . .

&NFSHFODZ MPBO QSPDFTTJOH DFOUFST "OJNBM XBTUF QPMMVUJPO8JTDPOTJO )PVTJOH BOE &DP
OPNJD%FWFMPQNFOU"VUIPSJUZBHSJDVMUVSBMQSPEVDUJPOMPBOT

4FQUFNCFS . . . .

4USBUFHJDQMBOOJOHDPVODJM8BUFSEJWFSTJPO'VOEJOHGPSCVTJOFTTEFWFMPQNFOU68UVJUJPO
BOEGBMMTUBSUEBUF&EVDBUJPOBOEFNQMPZNFOUQSPKFDUT6UJMJUZEJWFSTJGJDBUJPO

0DUPCFS . . . . . .

Alcohol beverage laws.

/PWFNCFS. . . . .

$PMMFDUJWFCBSHBJOJOHBHSFFNFOUTGPSTUBUFFNQMPZFT.BSUJO-VUIFS,JOH +SIPMJEBZ

+BOVBSZ . . . . . .

"QQSPQSJBUJPOT)PNFTUFBE5BY3FMJFG

.BSDI . . . . . . .

)JHIFS &EVDBUJPOBM "JET #PBSE "MDPIPM GVFMT 'BSN DSFEJU NFEJBUJPO BOE BSCJUSBUJPO8JT
DPOTJO )PVTJOH BOE &DPOPNJD %FWFMPQNFOU "VUIPSJUZ BHSJDVMUVSBM MPBOT 4QFDJBMUZ DSPQ
cultivation.

.BZ. . . . . . . . .

3BJTJOHMFHBMESJOLJOHBHFUP68.BEJTPOJOEPPSBUIMFUJDQSBDUJDFGBDJMJUZ1BUJFOUTDPN
QFOTBUJPOGVOE$PDBJOFQFOBMUJFT.BOEBUPSZWFIJDMFJOTVSBODF*OUPYJDBUFEESJWJOHQFOBM
ties.

+VMZ . . . . . . . . .

Labor training program.

supplementary . . .

)JHIXBZJNQSPWFNFOUT

4FQUFNCFS . . . .
supplementary . . .

Corporate hostile takeovers.
Corporate hostile takeovers.

/PWFNCFS. . . . .

)PNFTUFBE UBY DSFEJU BOE GBSNMBOE QSFTFSWBUJPO DSFEJU "'%$ FNQMPZNFOU BOE USBJOJOH
programs.

supplementary . . .

0CTDFOJUZ1BSPMFBOEQSPCBUJPOGPSDSJNFTQVOJTIBCMFCZMJGFJNQSJTPONFOU4QFBSGJTIJOH
MBXFOGPSDFNFOUBJET4DIPPMUBYDSFEJU

supplementary . . .

8JTDPOTJO 3FUJSFNFOU 4ZTUFN -PDBM QSPQFSUZ UBY MJNJUT -PDBM HPWFSONFOU EJTQVUF TFUUMF
ment procedure.

supplementary . . .

8JTDPOTJO3FUJSFNFOU4ZTUFN-JNJUJOHQSPQFSUZUBYMFWJFTBOETUBUFBOEMPDBMFYQFOEJUVSFT
Local government dispute settlement procedures.

+VOF . . . . . . . .

%SPVHIUSFMJFG8BUFSEJWFSTJPOGPSBHSJDVMUVSBMQVSQPTFT

0DUPCFS . . . . . .

Illicit drug use and alcohol abuse.

supplementary . . .

$POUSPMMFETVCTUBODFTBOEESVHQBSBQIFSOBMJB ESVHDPVSUT KVEHFTVCTUJUVUJPOJODSJNJOBM
ESVHWJPMBUJPOT$PSSFDUJPOBMJOTUJUVUJPOT QSPCBUJPO QBSPMF"MDPIPMBOEESVHBCVTFQSFWFO
tion and treatment.

supplementary . . .

Expansion of farmland tax credit.

supplementary . . .

7BDDJOBUJPOT SBUJGJDBUJPOPGVOJPODPOUSBDU

supplementary . . .

State employe health insurance program, and state employe reimbursement for damaged
personal articles.

supplementary . . .

$POUSPMMFETVCTUBODFT-PUUFSZQSPDFFETBOETDIPPMQSPQFSUZUBYDSFEJUT-FWZSFTUSBJOUQBZ
NFOUUPNVOJDJQBMJUJFTBOEDPVOUJFT5PSUSFGPSN-PCCZJOHBOEUIFFUIJDTDPEF&DPOPNJD
EFWFMPQNFOUGPSOPSUIFSODPVOUJFTBOE*OEJBOUSJCFT.VUVBMBJEMBXFOGPSDFNFOUTFS
WJDFT+VWFOJMFEFUFOUJPO

supplementary . . .

#VTJOFTTJNQSPWFNFOUMPBOHVBSBOUFFQSPHSBN5FDIOJDBMBTTJTUBODFBOEHSBOUTUPNVOJDJ
QBMJUJFTBOEUSJCBMHPWFSOJOHCPEJFT5PVSJTNQSPNPUJPO4QFBSGJTIJOHMBXFOGPSDFNFOUBJE

.BZ. . . . . . . . .

Ratification of state employe contracts.

+BOVBSZ . . . . . .

Crime control: minimum sentences for crimes involving dangerous weapons and controlled
TVCTUBODF PGGFOTFT  HVOGSFF TDIPPM [POFT  DPODFBMFE XFBQPO QFOBMUJFT  ESVH QBSBQIFS
nalia.
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Table 3. Special session calls, 1848–2017, continued
Special session

Main purpose

0DUPCFS . . . . . .

Education reform: recommendations of the Commission on Schools for the 21st Century,
statewide pupil achievement tests and minimum competency program, compliance with
TUBUFFEVDBUJPOTUBOEBSET DIJMESFOBUSJTLTFSWJDFT BTUBUFXJEFQVQJMEBUBCBTF

supplementary . . .

Education reform: extending the school year, staff development, school management re
structuring, grants for science and mathematics programs, postsecondary enrollment op
tions program, community service work as part of the high school curriculum, school district
consolidation incentives, teacher exchange programs, truancy abatement and suppression,
suspension and expulsion, pupil evaluation of teachers, pupil assessment.

"QSJM . . . . . . . .

3FTUSJDUJOHHBNCMJOHDPOEVDUFECZUIFTUBUF8BHFSJOHPOPVUPGTUBUFTJNVMDBTUTBUQBSJ
NVUVFMSBDFUSBDLT(SBOUTGPSSFTFBSDIPOPSUIFUSFBUNFOUPGDPNQVMTJWFHBNCMJOH

+VOF . . . . . . . .

Consider a constitutional amendment to distinguish the state lottery from prohibited gam
bling, to limit “lottery”, and to prohibit lottery expansion to other games.

"VHVTU . . . . . . .

Confirmation of appointments.

supplementary . . .

Refinancing existing public debt.

.BZ. . . . . . . . .

$POUSPMMFETVCTUBODFWJPMBUJPOT1BUFSOJUZBOEDIJMETVQQPSU$JWJMDPNNJUNFOUPGTFYVBMMZ
WJPMFOUQFSTPOT4FYPGGFOEFSSFHJTUSBUJPOBOEOPUJDFPGSFMFBTF

+VOF . . . . . . . .

5FTUJOHDSJNJOBMEFGFOEBOUTGPS)*7JOGFDUJPO BOESFHVMBUJPOPGUIFUFMFDPNNVOJDBUJPOTJO
dustry.

supplementary . . .

County and district fair aids.

supplementary . . .

Confirmation of an appointment.

+BOVBSZ . . . . . .

Ratification of state employe labor contract.

4FQUFNCFS . . . .

Local professional baseball park districts.

supplementary . . .

'JOBODJOHGPSMPDBMQSPGFTTJPOBMCBTFCBMMQBSLEJTUSJDUTBOETQPSUTBOEFOUFSUBJONFOUIPNF
stadia, and funding for state highway rehabilitation.

"QSJM . . . . . . . .

$SJNJOBM DPEF BOE TFOUFODFT .JMXBVLFF 1VCMJD 4DIPPMT HPWFSOBODF BOE BENJOJTUSBUJPO
election law.

supplementary . . .

&YDMVEJOHBHSJDVMUVSBMUSBOTBDUJPOTGSPNQSPWJTJPOTPGUIF8JTDPOTJODPOTVNFSBDU%/3MFH
JTMBUJPOUBYDSFEJUTGPSTBMFTQBJEPOGVFMBOEFMFDUSJDJUZVTFEJONBOVGBDUVSJOHGPPETUBNQT
GPSRVBMJGJFEBMJFOTDIBOHJOHSFRVJSFNFOUTPSHBOEPOBUJPOSFRVJSFNFOUT

supplementary . . .

Additional legislation related to Milwaukee Public Schools.

0DUPCFS . . . . . .

5BYSFCBUFTDIPPMQSPQFSUZUBYDSFEJU

2001 May. . . . . . . . .

Property tax relief.

2002 May. . . . . . . . .

Wetlands water quality.

2002 January . . . . . .

Budget reform legislation to adress economic downturn.

2002 May. . . . . . . . .

$ISPOJD8BTUJOH%JTFBTFJO8JTDPOTJOEFFS

supplementary . . .

)VOUJOHSFHVMBUJPOT

2003 January . . . . . .

%FDSFBTJOHBQQSPQSJBUJPOTMBQTJOHNPOJFTGSPNDFSUBJOQSPHSBNSFWFOVFBDDPVOUTUPUIF
HFOFSBMGVOEUSBOTGFSSJOHNPOJFTGSPNTFHSFHBUFEBDDPVOUTUPUIFHFOFSBMGVOEJODSFBT
JOHGVOEJOHGPSPVUPGTUBUFJONBUFEDPOUSBDUTBOEGPSIFBMUIDBSFPGTUBUFQSJTPOJONBUFT
JODSFBTJOHGVOEJOHGPS.FEJDBM"TTJTUBODFBOE#BEHFS$BSFJODSFBTJOHGVOEJOHGPSMBOEBD
RVJTJUJPOBOEEFWFMPQNFOUVOEFSUIFTUFXBSETIJQQSPHSBNSFTUSJDUJOHEJTUSJCVUJPOPGGVOET
CZ UIF5PCBDDP $POUSPM #PBSE MBQTJOH PS SFFTUJNBUJOH FYQFOEJUVSFT GSPN DFSUBJO HFOFSBM
QVSQPTF SFWFOVF BQQSPQSJBUJPOT FYFNQUJOH MFHJTMBUJWF BDUJPOT GSPN UIF SFRVJSFE HFOFSBM
fund structural balance and statutory balance.

2005 January . . . . . .

1VCMJDEFCUUPGJOBODFUBYTVQQPSUFEPSTFMGBNPSUJ[JOHGBDJMJUJFT

'FCSVBSZ. . . . . .

-PXJODPNFFOFSHZBTTJTUBODF

2007 January . . . . . .

$SFBUJOHB(PWFSONFOU"DDPVOUBCJMJUZ#PBSEMBXTSFMBUJOHUPFMFDUJPOT FUIJDT BOEMPCCZJOH
regulations.

2007 October . . . . . .

State finances and appropriations relating to the 2007 budget act.
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Table 3. Special session calls, 1848–2017, continued
Special session

Main purpose

%FDFNCFS . . . . .

$BNQBJHOGJOBODJOHBOEWBSJPVTFMFDUJPOSFMBUFEMBXT

.BSDI . . . . . . .

State finances and appropriations.

"QSJM . . . . . . . .

(SFBU-BLFT4U-BXSFODF3JWFS#BTJOXBUFSJTTVFT

+VOF . . . . . . . .

)PTQJUBMBTTFTTNFOUBOENFEJDBMBTTJTUBODF

%FDFNCFS . . . . .

General public school district curriculum and administration and governance and adminis
USBUJPOPG.JMXBVLFF1VCMJD4DIPPM%JTUSJDU

2011 January . . . . . .

$SFBUJPO PG 8JTDPOTJO &DPOPNJD %FWFMPQNFOU $PSQPSBUJPO WBSJPVT UBY BOE CVTJOFTT EF
WFMPQNFOUSFMBUFE NBUUFST BENJOJTUSBUJWF SVMFT JTTVFT MJNJUJOH OPOFDPOPNJD EBNBHFT
BXBSETJODFSUBJOMBXTVJUTBOEIFBMUITBWJOHTBDPVOUT

supplementary . . .

Increasing the amount of credits under the economic development tax credit program.

supplementary . . .

The Budget Repair Bill.

supplementary . . .

Regulation of telecommunications utilities.

supplementary . . .

-3#BOE-3#

2011 September . . . .

Early state seed and angel investment tax credits and other business, agricultural, and com
NVOJUZ EFWFMPQNFOU BOE UBYBUJPO NBUUFST NVMUJKVSJTEJDUJPOBM UBY JODSFNFOUBM GJOBODJOH
EJTUSJDJUTXFUMBOET IBCJUBU BOEOBWJHBCMFXBUFSXBZTNBUUFST%FQBSUNFOUPG3FWFOVFEV
UJFTWPDBUJPOBMBOEUFDIOJDBMTLJMMTFEVDBUJPOJOEJWJEVBMJODPNFUBYFTSFMBUJOHUPNFEJDBM
DBSFBOENBTTUSBOTJUFYQFOTFTTFBTPOBMWFIJDMFXFJHIUMJNJUTGPSUSBOTQPSUJOHBHSJDVMUVSBM
DSPQTBOEPUIFSMBXTSFMBUJOHUPPWFSXFJHIUBOEPWFSMFOHUIWFIJDMFTBUUPSOFZGFFTJNNV
OJUZGSPNMJBCJMJUZGPSDFSUBJOESVHBOEEFWJDFNBOVGBDUVSFFSTUSFTQBTTJOH JOUFSFTUSBUFTPO
KVEHFNFOUTJODFSUBJODJWJMBDUJPOT

2013 October . . . . . .

1SPQFSUZUBYSFMJFGUPDFSUBJOTDIPPMEJTUSDJUTNVOJDJQBMUBYJODSFNFOUBMGJOBODJOHEJTUSJDUT
historic preservation tax credits.

%FDFNCFS . . . . .

%FMBZJOHFGGFDUJWFEBUFTPG#BEHFS$BSFBOEUIF)FBMUI*OTVSBODF3JTL4IBSJOH1MBO

2014 January . . . . . .

7BSJPVTFNQMPZNFOUSFMBUFEUFDIOJDBMUSBJOJOHBOEXPSLGPSDFFEVDBUJPO

2017 January . . . . . .

Legislation related to opioid abuse.

4PVSDF"TTFNCMZBOE4FOBUF+PVSOBMT (PWFSOPST1SPDMBNBUJPOTBOE&YFDVUJWF0SEFST
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